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A.1 .. NOTATION CONVENTIONS (Backu s Naur Form ) 

Thiss appendix defines the modeling language for Brahms. This document is to be used by model builders to 
createe Brahms models. Brahms model builders will have to comply to the language as defined in this 
document.. This document is also used as a requirements specification for the parser that needs to be build 
too parse these models. 

Thee language element are defined in BNF (Backus Normal Form) grammar rules. The notation used in 
thesee grammar rules is given in table 1. 

Construct t 

: : = ' + O n i . . 
X::=Y Y 
W W 
X* * 
X+ + 
XIY Y 
[X] ] 
symbol l 
symbol symbol 
symbol l 

Interpretation n 
Symbolss part of the BNF formalism 
Thee syntax of X is defined by Y 
Zeroo or one occurrence of X 
Zeroo or more occurrences of X 
Onee or more occurrences of X 
Onee of X or Y (exclusive or) 
Groupingg construct for specifying scope of operators e.g. [XIY] or [X]* 
Predefinedd terminal symbol of the language 
User-definedd terminal symbol of the language 
Non-terminall symbol 

Tablee 9-4: Synopsis of the notation used 

Identifier ss  (ID) 

namee ::= [ letter ][ letter I digit | '-' J* 

letterr  ::= 'a' I  'b' I...I ' t I  'A' I  'B' I...I  Z I 'J 

digi tt  ::='0'l'1'l...l'9 ' 

blank-characterr  : :="l ' \ t '  I  Vt' I  \T IV 

numberr  ::= [ integer I double ] 

integerr  ::={+ I-}unsigned 

unsignedd ::=[ digit ]+ 

doublee : := [ integenunsigned ] 

truth-valu ee ::=jru e I false 

literal-strin gg :: =" [ letter [ digit | '-' | ':' | ':' | '.' I : 

literal-symboll  ::=name 

Itt is possible to add comments to models. One line comments need to start with 'IP. Multi-line comments 
havee to start with '/*' and end with '*/". 
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A AA SYNTAX OF A MODEL (MOD) 

Synta x x 

model:::  = [ impor t import-declaration i ]* 
[[  GRP.group I 
AGT.agentt I 
CLS.object-classs I 
OBJ.objectt I 
COC.conceptual-object-classs I 
COB.conceptual-objectt I 
ADF.area-deff I 
ARE.areaa I 
PAT.pathh ]* 

import-declarationn ::= single-type-import I multi-type-import 

single-type-importt  ::= concept-name I library-name . concept-name 

concept-namee ::= ID.name 

library-nam ee ::= ID.name I library-name . ID.name 

multi-type-impor tt  ::= * I library-name . * 

Semantics s 

Thee import declaration allows for the import of specific concepts or for the import of a library of concepts. 
Thee import of a specific concept is realized by referencing if s name. The name of the concept must be the 
samee as the name of the file in which it is stored. The extension of the file must always be '.b'. 

Too reference a specific concept in a library the library-name can be used. The library name reflects the 
directoryy in which the concept is stored with a 'library-path' as rfs base path. So for example if the library-
pathh is 

library-pathh = C:\brahms 

andd we have an import statement like 

importt nynexst.phonemodel.PhoneUsers; 

thenn the concept PhoneUsers is expected to be found in the file 

C:\brahms\nynexs1\phonemodel\PhoneUsers.b b 

Itt is also possible to reference all concepts in a specific library. The wildcard '*' can be used in place of a 
specificc concept-name. The following import statement will import all concepts in the phonemodel library; 

importt nynexst.phonemodel.*; 

Thiss statement will import all concepts defined in the directory C:\brahms\nynexst\ phonemodel defined in 
thee files with the extension '.b' assuming the library-path is set to 'C:\brahms'. 

Thee import statement: 

importt *; 
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file://C:/brahms
file://C:/brahms/nynexs1/phonemodel/PhoneUsers.b
file://C:/brahms/nynexst/
file://'C:/brahms'


willl import all concepts defined in the files with extension '.b' that are in the same directory as the file in 
whichh the import statement is defined. 

Byy default every model imports the 'brahms.base.*' library (referred to as the 'BaseModel') containing base 
constructss for groups and classes and containing standard available classes and relations. The import of 
thiss library does not have to be defined explicitly. 
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/ L 3 .. SYNTA X OF A N AGEN T (AGT) 

Synta x x 

agentt  ::= 
agentt  agent-name {  GRP.group-membership}  { 

ii  d isplay: ID.literal-string;} 
{{  c o s t: ID.number ;} 
{ t im ee un i t : ID.number;} 
{ locat ion:: ARE.area-name;} 
{{  GRP.attributes } 
{GRP.relations} } 
{{  GRPinitial-beliefs} 
{{  GRPinitial-facts } 
{GRP.activities} } 
{{  GRP.workframes} 

{{  GRP.thoughtframes } 

} } 

agent-namee ::= ID.name 

Semantics s 

Groupp membership 
Ann agent can be a member of one or more groups. When an agent is a member of a group the agent will 
'inherit'' attributes, relations, initial-beliefs, initial-facts, activities, workframes and thoughtframes from the 
group(s)) it is a member of. All attributes and relations are inherited including private ones (an agent can be 
seenn as an instance of a group in terms of object oriented practices). In case the same constructs are 
encounteredd in the inheritance path always the most specific construct will be used, meaning that a 
workframee defined for the agent has precedence over a workframe with the same name defined in one of 
thee groups of which the agent is a member. 

Defaults s 
Everyy agent in a model is by definition a member of 'BaseGroup' defined in the 'BaseModel' library which is 
importedd by definition for every model. The 'BaseGroup' defines built-in attributes, relations, initial-beliefs, 
initial-facts,, activities, workframes and thoughtframes as defaults for agents and groups. The 'BaseGroup' 
membershipp does not have to be defined explicitly. Other defaults are: 

displayy = <agent-name> 
costt =0 
time_unitt =0 
locationn =none 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of an agent must be unique amongst agents in a model. 
2.. The time unit defines the time in seconds. 
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AX.. SYNTAX OF A GROUP (GRP) 

Synta x x 

groupp ::= 
groupp group-name {group-membership}  { 

{display::  ID.literal-string ; } 
{cost::  DD.number;} 
ff  time unit : ID.number;} 
{{  attributes} 
{{  relations } 
{initial-beliefss } 
{initial-facts} } 
{{  activities} 
{workframes} } 
{thoughtframess } 

} } 

group-namee ::= ID.name 

group-membershipp ::= memberof group-name f. group-name 1* 

attribute ss ::= attributes: [ ATT.attribute ]* 

relationss : := relations: [ RELrelation J* 

initial-belief ss ::= initia l beliefs: \ BELinitial-belie f 1* 

initial-fact ss ::= initia l facts: I FCT.initial-fact ]

activitiess : := activities: [ activity ]* 

activit yy ::= [ CAC.composite-actJvity I 
PAC.primitive-activityy I 
MOV.move-activityy | 
COA.create-object-activityy | 
COM.communicate-activityy | 
BCT.broadcast-activityy ] 

workframess :: = workframes: [ WFR.workframe ]* 

thoughtframess ::= thoughtframes : f TFR.thoughtframe ]* 

Semantic s s 

Groupp membership 
Inn a model a hierarchyy of groups can be built by defining the group-membership. A group can be a member 
off more then one group. When a group is a member of a group the member-group will 'inherit the attributes, 
relations,, initial-beliefs, initial-facts, activities, workframes and thoughtframes from its parent groups. Private 
attributess and relations are not inherited, only public and protected attributes and relations are inherited. In 
casee the same constructs are encountered in the inheritance path always the most specific construct will be 
used,, meaning that a workframe defined for a group lowest in the hierarchy tree has precedence over a 
workframee with the same name higher in the hierarchy. 

Costt and Time-Unit 
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Thee cost and time-unit are used for statistical purposes and define the cosVbme-unit (in seconds) for work 
donee by members of the group. The members of the group can override the cost and time-unit figures. 

Default s s 
Everyy group in a model is by definition a member of 'BaseGroup' defined in the 'BaseModel' library which is 
importedd by definition for every model. The 'BaseGroup' defines built-in attributes, relations, initial-beliefs, 
initial-facts,, workframes and thoughtframes as defaults for groups. The 'BaseGroup' membership does not 
havee to be defined explicitly. Other defaults are: 

displayy = <group-name> 
costt =0 
time_unitt =0 

Constraint s s 
1.. The name of a group must be unique amongst groups in a model. 
2.. The time_unit defines the time in seconds. 
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A^ .. SYNTAX OF AN OBJECT CLASS (CLS) 

Syntax x 

object-classs ::= 
classs object-class-name {class-inheritance}  { 

II  display: ID.literal-string ; } 
{cost::  DO.number;} 
{tim ee unit : ID.number;} 
{{  resource MD.truth-value ; > 
{GRP.attributes} } 
{GRP.relations} } 
{{  GRP.initial-beliefe } 
{GRP.initial-facts} } 
{GRP.activities} } 
{{  GRP.workframes } 
{{  GRP.thoughtframes } 

} } 

object-class-namee ::= ID.name 

class-inheritancee ::= extends object-class-name [  object-class-name ]* 

SSfMMItiCf t t 

Classs Inheritanc e 
InIn a model a hierarchy of classes can be built by defining the class inheritance. A class can inherit from 
moree then one class, so multiple inheritance is supported. When a class is a subclass of a class the 
subclasss will 'inherit* the attributes, relations, initial-beliefs, initial-facts, activities, workframes and 
thoughtframess from its parent classes. Private attributes and relations are not inherited, only public and 
protectedd attributes and relations are inherited. In case the same constructs are encountered in the 
inheritancee path always the most specific construct will be used, meaning that for example a woricframe 
definedd for a class lowest in the hierarchy tree has precedence over a workframe with the same name 
higherr in the hierarchy. 

Costt  and Time-Uni t 
Thee cost and time-unit are used for statistical purposes and define the cost/time-unit (in seconds) for work 
donee by instances of the class. The instances of the class can override the cost and time-unit figures. 

Resourc e e 
Thee resource attribute defines whether or not instances of the class are considered to be a resource when 
usedd in an activity (resource attribute is set to true) or whether the instances of the class are considered 
somethingg that is worked on (resource attribute is set to false). The resource attribute is used in relation with 
thee touched-objects definition for activities (see the semantical description of touched-objects in the 
definitionn of the primitive-activity). 

Default s s 
Everyy class in a model is by definition a member of 'BaseClass' defined in the 'BaseModel' library which is 
importedd by definition for every model. The 'BaseClass' defines built-in attributes, relations, initial-beliefs, 
initial-facts,, workframes and thoughtframes as defaults for classes. The 'BaseClass' membership does not 
havee to be defined explicitly. Other defaults are: 

displayy = <dass-name> 
costt =0 
time_unitt =0 
resourcee = false 
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Constraint s s 
1.. The name of a class must be unique amongst classes in a model. 
2.. The time_unit defines the time in seconds. 

Curren tt  Limitation s 
Thee current simulationn engine does not support class inheritance. The parser will take care of attribute, 
relation,, workframe and thoughtframe inheritance by just 'copying' those constructs to every class in the 
inheritancee tree. Not possible however is assuming that the simulation engine will know of the existence of 
thee inheritance hierarchy. A model builder can for example not define a variable of type Location and 
assumee that objects being instances of the subclass Building will be bound to the variable. This functionality 
iss planned for a future version of the simulation engine. 

Thee current simulation engine also does not support the use of thoughtframes in object classes. This again 
willl be supported in a future release of the simulation engine. 
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A.6.. SYNTAX OF AN OBJECT (OBJ) 

Synta x x 

objectt ::= 
objectt object-name instanceof object-class-name 

{{  COB.conceptual-object-membership }  { 
{display:: ID.literal-string;} 
{{  cost: ID.number ; } 
{tim ee uni t: ID.number ; } 
{{  resource: I D.truth-value ; } 
{location:: ARE.area-name;} 
{GRP.attributes} } 
{GRP.relations} } 
{GRP.initial-beliefc} } 
{{  GRP.initial-facts } 
{{  GRP.activities } 
{{  GRP.workframes } 
{{  GRP.thoughtframes } 

1 1 

object-namee ::= ID.name 

SMnantics s 

Conceptuall object membership 
Ann object can be part of one or more conceptual objects by defining the conceptual-object-membership for 
thee object This allows for later grouping of statistical results for the object with other objects in one 
conceptuall object 

Resource e 
Thee resource attribute defines whether or not the object is considered to be a resource when used in an 
activityy (resource attribute is set to true) or whether the object is considered something that is worked on 
(resourcee attribute is set to false). The resource attribute is used in relation with the resources definition for 
activitiess (see the semantical description of resources in the definition of the primitive-activity). 

Defaults s 
displayy =<object-name> 
costt =0 
tjme_unitt =0 
resourcee =<tne resource attribute value of object-class-nameo 
locationn = none 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of an object must be unique amongst objects in a model. It is possible to 

givee an object the same name as an object defined in a library. 
2.. The time-unit definess the time in seconds. 

Currentt Limitations 
Thee current simulation engine does not support thoughtframes for objects. A future release of the simulation 
enginee will provide support for thoughtframes on objects. 
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A.7.SYNTA XX OF A CONCEPTUAL OBJECT CLASS (COC) 

Synta x x 

conceptual-object-class::  := 
conceptual_classs conceptual-class-name { 

{{  display: IDliteral-string;} 
{{  GRP.attributes } 
{{ GRP.relations } 

} } 

conceptual-class-namee ::= ID.name 

Semantics s 

Defaults s 
displayy =<conceptual-class-name> 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of a conceptual-object-class must be unique amongst the conceptual-

object-classess in a model. 
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A 8 .. SYNTAX OF A CONCEPTUAL OBJECT (COB) 

Synta x x 

conceptual-objectt  ::= 
conceptuaLobjectt  conceptual-object-name instanceof conceptual-class-name 

{{  conceptual-object-membership } 
{ { 

(display:: ID.literal-string;} 
{GRP.attributes} } 
{GRP.relations} } 

} } 
conceptual-object-namee ::= ID.name 

conceptual-object-membershipp ::= 
partoff  conceptual-object-name f. conceptual-object-name ]* 

HOIIISHUCC 8 

Conceptual-object-menibershjp p 
AA conceptual-object can in itself be a member of other conceptual object forming a hierarchy of concepts for 
groupingg statistical results. 

Defaults s 
displayy =<xonceptual-object-name> 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of a conceptual-object must be unique amongst the conceptual-objects in a 

model. . 
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A.9 .SYNTA XX OF A N ATTRIBUT E (ATT) 

Syntax x 

attribut ee ::= { privat e I protected I public }  type-def attribute-name {  attrib-body}; 

attribute-nam ee ::= ID.name 

type-deff  ::= [ class-type-def | value-type-def) 

class-type-deff  ::= 
ff  Agent I 
Groupp I 
Classs I 
ConceptualClasss I 
AreaDeff  I 
GRP.group-namee I 
CLS.object-class-namee | 
COC.. conceptual-class-name 
ADF.area-def-namee ] 

value-type-deff  ::= [ int I double I symbol I string I boolean ] 

attrib-bod yy ::= { 
{{  display: ID.literal-string i } 

} } 

Semantics s 

Attributee scope 
Attributess are always defined within a group, agent, conceptual-class, conceptual-object, class or object 
definitionn and cannot be defined outside any of these concepts or inside of any other concepts. Attributes 
cann have different scopes within the specified concepts defined by one of the keywords private, protected or 
public. . 

PrivatePrivate attributes: 
Privatee attributes are scoped down to only the concept for which it is defined. The private 
attributee is not inherited by sub groups or sub classes (agents /objects that are 
members/instancess of the group/class will inherit the attribute) and the private attribute can 
onlyy be referenced by initial beliefs, initial facts, workframes and thoughtframes for that 
specificc concept. 

ProtectedProtected attributes: 
Protectedd attributes are inherited by sub groups and sub classes. Protected attributes can 
onlyy be referenced by initial beliefs, initial facts, workframes and thoughtframes of the 
conceptt for which the attribute is specified or any of the sub groups/sub classes and of 
agents/objectss that are members/instances of the sub group(s)/class(es). 

PublicPublic attributes: 
Publicc attributes are similar to protected attributes, the only difference is that they can be 
referencedd by initial beliefs, initial facts, workframes and thoughtframes in any group, 
agent,, class or object. 

Valuee assignment 
Valuee assignment of attributes differs from value assignments in third and fourth generation computer 
languagess (which usually use an assignment operator like '=' or ':='. Assignment of a value for an attribute is 
donee through beliefs and facts. 

Defaults s 
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Thee default scope of an attribute is 'public', 
displayy = <attribute-name> 

Constraint s s 
1.. The name of an attribute must be unique within the definition of a group, agent, class 

orr object In case of a name conflict in multiple inheritance (two different concepts from 
whichh is inherited define an attribute with the same name) the following conflict 
resolutionn strategy is chosen. If both attributes are of the same type just one definition 
willl remain with the same name and same type. If the types of the attributes differ an 
errorr will be generated. 

Curren tt  Limitation s 
Thee current simulation engine cannot handle group-name types, which would bind an attribute to only 
agentss that are members of the defined group similar to classes. A future release of the simulation engine 
willl allow for group-names to be used as a type definition. 
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A/10 ,, SYNTA X OF A RBJVTIO N (REL) 

Synta x x 

relationn ::= {privat e I protected I public}  ATT.class-type-def relation-name 
{attrib-body}; ; 

relation-namee ::= ID.name 

Semantic» » 

Relationn scope 
Relationss are always defined within a group, agent, conceptual- class, conceptual-object, class or object 
definitionn and cannot be defined outside any of these concepts or inside of any other concepts. Relations 
cann have different scopes within the specified concepts defined by one of the keywords private, protected or 
public. . 

PrivatePrivate relations. 
Privatee relations are scoped down to only the concept for which it is defined. The private 
relationn is not inherited by sub groups or sub classes (agents /objects that are 
members/instancess of the group/class will inherit the relation) and the private relation can 
onlyy be referenced by initial beliefs, initial facts, workframes and thoughtframes for that 
specificc concept. 

ProtectedProtected relations: 
Protectedd relations are inherited by sub groups and sub classes. Protected relations can 
onlyy be referenced by initial beliefs, initial facts, workframes and thoughtframes of the 
conceptt for which the relation is specified or any of the sub groups / sub classes and of 
agents/objectss that are members/instances of the sub group(s)/class(es). 

PublicPublic relations: 
Publicc relations are similar to protected relations, the only difference is that they can be 
referencedd by initial beliefs, initial facts, workframes and thoughtframes in any group, 
agent,, class or object. 

Defaults s 
Thee default scope of a relation is 'public', 

displayy =<relation-name> 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of a relation must be unique within the definition of a group, agent, class or 

object.. In case of a name conflict in multiple inheritance (two different concepts from 
whichh is inherited define a relation with the same name) the following conflict 
resolutionn strategy is chosen. If both relations are of the same type just one definition 
willl remain with the same name and same type. If the types of the relations differ an 
errorr will be generated. 
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J U LL SYNTAX OF AN INmAL-BEUEF (BEL) 

Syntax x 

initial-belie ff  : := ([ value-expression I relational-expression ] Is 

value-expressionn ::= obj-attr evaluation-operator value I 
obj-attrr equality-operator object-ref 

equality-operatorr  ::= =11= 

evaluation-operatorr  ::= BELequality-operator I > I >= I < I <= 

obj-att rr  ::= the ATT.attribute-name of object-ref | object-ref. ATT.attribute-name 

object-reff  ::= 
AGT.agent-namee I 
OBB J.object-name | 
ARE.area-namee | 
VAR.variable-namee | 
PAC.param-namee | 
current t 

valuee ::= IDJiteral-string I ID.number I PAC.param-name 

relational-expressionn ::= 

object-reff  REL.relation-name object-ref {i s ID.truth-value } 

Somanttcs s 

Constraints s 
1.. Variables and parameters are not allowed in the definition of an initial belief. 
2.. The attribute type and the right hand side value-type of a value-expression must be 

thee same. 
3.. The left hand side and right hand side types in a relational expression must match the 

typess as defined for the relation used in the relational expression. 
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A.12.. SYNTAX OF AN INmAL-FAC T (FCT) 

Synta x x 

initia ll  fact::= 
{ [[  BELvalue-expression I BEL.relational-expression ]\i 

Semantic s s 

Constraint s s 
1.. Variables and parameters are not allowed in the definition of an initial fact. 
2.. The attribute type and the right hand side value-type of a value-expression must be 

thee same. 
3.. The left hand side and right hand side types in a relational expression must match the 

typess as defined for the relation used in the relational expression. 
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A.13.. SYNTAX OF A WORKFRAME (WFR) 

Synta x x 

workfram ee ::= 
workfiram ee workframe-name { 

{display::  ID.literal-string i } 
{{  repeat: ID.truth-value ; > 
{{  priority : ID.unsigned ; } 
{variable-decl} } 
{{  detectable-decl} 
{ [[  precondition-decl workframe-body-decl JI 
workframe-body-decl} } 

} } 

workframe-namee ::= ID.name 

variable-decll  ::= variables: [ VAR.variable ]* 

detectable-decll  ::= detectables: [ DET.detectable ]* 

precondition-decl::  := when { {[  PRE.precondition ] [ and PRE.precondition ]*  }  } 

workframe-body-decll  ::= do {[workfirame-body-element ]*  I 

workframe-body-elementt  ::=[PAC.activity-ref I CON.consequence ] 

Semantic s s 

Repeat t 
AA workframe can be performed one or more times depending on the value of the 'repeat' attribute. A 
workframee can only be performed once if the repeat attribute is set to false. A workframe can be performed 
repeatedlyy if the repeat attribute is set to true. In case the repeat attribute is set to false, the workframe can 
onlyy be performed once for the specific binding of the variables at run-time. The scope of the repeat attribute 
off a workframe defined as part of a composite activity is limited to the time the activity is active, meaning that 
thee workframe with a specific binding and a repeat set to false will not execute repeatedly while the 
compositee activity is active. As soon as the composite activity is ended the states are reset and in the next 
executionn of the activity it is possible for the workframe with the same binding to be executed. So only for 
top-levell workframes the state will be stored permanently during a simulation run. 

Priorit y y 
Thee priority attribute is currently not used. At this moment priorities have to be defined on the level of 
activities.. The workframe priority will be deduced based on the priorities of the activities defined within the 
workframe.. The workframe will get the priority of the activity with the highest priority. 

Default s s 
displayy =<workframe-name> 
repeat=false e 
priority=0 0 

Constraint s s 
1.. The workframe name has to be unique within the definition of a group, agent, object-

classs or object. 
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A.14.. SYNTAX OF A THOUGHTFRAME (TFR) 

Synta x x 

thoughtframee ::= 
thoughtframee thoughtframe-name { 

II  display: ID.literal-string i } 
ff  repeat: ID.truth-value;} 
{WFR.variable-decl} } 

{ [[  WFR.preconditiorvdecl thoughtirame-body-decl ]} 
} } 

thoughtframee name ::= ID.name 

thoughtframe-body-decll  ::= do {[ thoughtframe-body-element ; ]*} 

thoughtframee body-element ::= CON.consequence 

Semantic s s 

Repeat t 
AA thoughtframe can be performed one or more times depending on the value of the 'repeat1 attribute. A 
thoughtframee can only be performed once if the repeat attribute is set to false. A thoughtframe can be 
performedd repeatedly if the repeat attribute is set to true. In case the repeat attribute is set to false, the 
thoughtframee can only be performed once for the specific binding of the variables at run-time. The scope of 
thee repeat attribute of a thoughtframe defined as part of a composite activity is limited to the time the activity 
iss active, meaning that the thoughtframe with a specific binding and a repeat set to false will not execute 
repeatedlyy while the composite activity is active. As soon as the composite activity is ended the states are 
resett and in the next execution off the activity it is possible for the thoughtframe with the same binding to be 
executed.. So only for top-level thoughtf rames the state will be stored permanently during a simulation run. 

Default s s 
displayy =<thoughtframe-name> 
repeat=false e 

Constraint s s 
1.. The thoughtframe name has to be unique within the definition of a group, agent, 

object-classs or object. 
2.. it is not possible to use unassigned variables in thoughtframes, therefor the definition 

off these variables is not allowed. 
3.. The consequences in thoughtframes can only conclude beliefs. 
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A.15.. SYNTAX OF A COMPOSITE ACTIVITY (CAC) 

Syntax x 

composite-activityy ::= 
compositee activit y PAC.activity-namefi PAC.param-decl [ A PAC.param-decl ]*} ) 

II  display: ID.Iiteral-string ;} 
{{  priority : [ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
<<  end condition : \ detectable I nowork 1: \ 
{{  WFR.detectable-decl} 
{GRP.activrbes} } 
{{  GRP.workframes} 
{{  GRP.thoughtframes } 

} } 

^ a ^ i a — i l , , , , N m n u cs s 

Declarationn and reference 
Alll activities have to be declared in the activities section of either a group, agent, class, object, or composite-
activity.. The declared activities can then be referenced in the workframes defined for the group, agent, class 
orr object. 

Parameters s 
Itt is possible to define input parameters for composite activities. These input parameters are in the first place 
usedd to pass on variables defined in a workframe for use in the workframes defined for the composite 
activityy and second they can be used to make activities more generic. In the reference the values for the 
inputt parameters have to be passed. 

Priority y 
Activitiess can be assigned a priority. The priorities of activities in a workframe are used to define the priority 
off a workframe. The workframe will get the priority of the activity with the highest priority defined in the 
workframe. . 

Duration n 
Compositee activities themselves do not have a duration. Composite activities are decomposed into other 
workframess that a concept can work on as part of the activity which eventually result in a primitive activity to 
bee executed having a specific duration. 

End-condition n 
Thee end-condition of a composite activity defines how a composite activity can be ended. There are three 
possibilities: : 

1.. Only end it on the basis of an end-activity detectable. The end-condition has to be set 
toto 'detectable'. When a detectable having an action type of 'end-activity' is detected 
thee composite activity will be ended. 

2.. End the activity when there's no more work to work on. The end-condition has to be 
sett to 'no-work'. If none of the workframes as defined in the composite-activities can 
bee worked on the activity will be ended. 

3.. End the activity when there's no more work to work on, or when an end-activity 
detectablee is detected. The end-condition has to be set to 'no-work' and an end-
activityy detectable needs to be defined for the composite activity.. This case combines 
thee first two cases. 

Defaults s 
displayy =<activity-name> 
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priority=0 0 
end_conditk>nn = nowork 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of an activity must be unique within the definition of a group, agent, class, 

object,, or composite-activity. 
2.. The input parameter type of a parameter defined in the declaration of an activity must 

bee the same as the input value type or variable type in the reference of the activity. 
3.. The parameters assigned to any of the attributes must be of the correct type. 
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A.16.. SYNTAX OF A PRIMmVE ACTIVITY (PAC) 

Syntax x 

primitive-activit yy ::= 
primitiv ee activit y activity-name ({param-decl [ s param-decl ]*}  1 
{ { 

II  display : ID.literal-string ;} 
{{  priorit y : [ ID.unsigned I param-name ] ;} 
{{  random : [ ID.truth-value I param-name ] ; } 
(( min duration : [ ID.unsigned I param-name ] i } 
{{  max duration : [ ID.unsigned I param-name ] ; } 
{resources} } 

} } 

activity-namee ::= ID.name 

param-decll  ::= param-type param-name 

param-typee ::= ATT.type-def | Ustof ATT.type-def 

param-namee ::= ID.name 

resourcess ::= resources : [ param-name I OBJ.object-name ] 
.. . . [ [  param-name I OBJ.object-name]*; 

activity-re ff  ::= activity-name i {  param-expr [ s param-expr ]*}  Ll 

param-exprr  ::= GRP.group-name I 
AGT.agent-namee I 
CLS.object-class-namee I 
OBJ.object-namee I 
CXX.conceptual-class-namee I 
COB.conceptual-object-namee I 
ARE.area-namee I 
VAR.variable-namee I 
ID.numberr I 
ID.literal-symboll  I 
ID.literal-stringg I 
ID.truth-valuee I 
list-expr r 

list-exprr  ::= {param-expr[ xparam-expr]*) 

SsnHMitics s 

Declarationn and reference 
Alll activities have to be declared in the activities section of either a group, agent, class, object, or composite-
activity.. The declared activities can then be referenced in the workframes defined for the group, agent, class 
orr object 

Parameters s 
Itt is possible to define input parameters for primitive activities. These input parameters can be used to make 
activitiess more generic, hi the reference the values for the input parameters have to be passed. 
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Priority y 
Activitiess can be assigned a priority. The priorities of activities in a workf rame are used to define the priority 
off a workframe. The workframe will get the priority of the activity with the highest priority defined in the 
workframe. . 

Duration n 
Activitiess in general have a duration. The duration of the activity can be defined to be a fixed amount of time. 
Thee random attribute has to be set to false and the max-duration attribute has to be set to the maximum 
durationn in seconds. The duration of the activity can also be defined to be a random amount of time. To 
definee a random amount of time the random attribute has to be set to true, the min-duration attribute has to 
bee set to the minimum duration of the activity in seconds and the max-duration attribute has to be set to the 
maximumm duration of the activity in seconds. 

Resources s 
Artifactss (objects) can be defined as being a resource or not by setting the resource attribute to either true or 
false.. In general artifacts that are worked on by agents are not considered to be a resource in an activity (a 
form,, a fax). Artifacts that are used by an agent in an activity are considered to be resources (a fax 
machine,, a telephone). 

Itt is possible to associate artifacts with activities for statistical purposes and for the purpose of generating 
objectt flows by defining them in the list of resources for an activity. Artifacts which are defined as resources 
aree also called resource objects. Resource objects associated with activities will only collect statistics and 
willl not be used for the object flow generation. Artifacts which are defined not to be a resource and which 
aree associated with an activity are also called touch objects. Touch objects should be associated with one or 
moree conceptual object(s) for object flow purposes and statistical purposes. 

Defaults s 
displayy =<activity-name> 
priorityy = 0 
randomm = false 
min_durationn =0 
max_duration=0 0 
resourcess = none 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of an activity must be unique within the definition of a group, agent, class, 

object,, or composite-activity. 
2.. The input parameter type of a parameter defined in the declaration of an activity must 

bee the same as the input value type or variable type in the reference of the activity. 
3.. The parameters assigned to any of the attributes must be of the correct type. 
4.. The parameter types for resources must be of type <object-class-name>, the 

parameterss assigned to the resources must be either VAR.variable-name or 
OBJ.object-name. . 

5.. The minimum duration of the activity defines the minimum duration in seconds. 
6.. The maximum duration of the activity defines the maximum duration in seconds. 
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A.17.. SYNTAX OF A CREATE OBJECT ACTIVITY (COA) 

Syntax x 

create-object-activityy ::= 
createe object PAC.activity-name ( {  PAC.param-decl [  PAC.param-decl ]*  }  l 
{ { 

{{  display : ID.literal-string ;} 
{{  priorit y ; [ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  random : [ ID.truth-value I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  min duration ; [ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] i } 
{{  max duration : [ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ];} 
{{  PAC.touched-objects} 
actionn : [ new I copy I PAC.param-name ] ; 
sourcee :\ CLS.object-class-name I OBJ.object-name I PAC.param-name ] i 
destinationn : [CLS.object-class-name I OBJ.object-name I PAC.param-name ] ; 
{ locationn :[ ARE.area-name I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
II  conceptual object: [ COB.conceptual-object-name I PAC.param-name ] 

[[  [  COB.conceptual-object-name I PAC.param-name ] ] ; } 
{{  when : [ startj end I PAC.param-name ] ; } 

} } 

ttoiiiaiiticttoiiiaiitic  t 

Declarationn and reference 
Alll activities have to be declared in the activities section of either a group, agent, class, object, or composite-
activity.. The declared activities can then be referenced in the workframes defined for the group, agent, class 
orr object. 

Parameters s 
Itt is possible to define input parameters for create-object activities. These input parameters can be used to 
makee activities more generic. In the reference the values for the input parameters have to be passed, it is 
recommendedd to make the first three parameters in a create-object activity: 

1.. action 
2.. source object 
3.. destination object 

Priority y 
Activitiess can be assigned a priority. The priorities of activities in a workf rame are used to define the priority 
off a workf rame. The workframe will get the priority of the activity with the highest priority defined in the 
workframe. . 

Duration n 
Activitiess in general have a duration. The duration of the activity can be defined to be a fixed amount of time. 
Thee random attribute has to be set to false and the max-duratjon attribute has to be set to the maximum 
durationn in seconds. The duration of the activity can also be defined to be a random amount of time. To 
definee a random amount of time the random attribute has to be set to true, the min-duration attribute has to 
bee set to the minimum duration of the activity in seconds and the max-duration attribute has to be set to the 
maximumm duration of the activity in seconds. 

When n 
Thee when attribute defines when the actual action has to take place, at the 'start' of the activity or at the 
'end'' of the activity. 
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Defaults s 
displayy =<actfvity-name> 
priorityy =0 
randomm = false 
min_duration=0 0 
max_duration=0 0 
resources=none resources=none 
locationn = <Jocation of source object» 
conceptual-objectt =<conceptual-object of source object» 
whenn =end 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of an activity must be unique within the definition of a group, agent, class, 

object,, or composite-activity. 
2.. The input parameter type of a parameter defined in the declaration of an activity must 

bee the same as the input value type or variable type in the reference of the activity. 
3.. The parameters assigned to any of the attributes must be of the correct type. 
4.. The parameter types for resources must be of type <object-class-name> or list-of 

<object-class-name>,, the parameters assigned to the resources must be either 
VAR.variable-namee or OBJ.object-name or a list of any of these two. 

5.. The action parameter must be of type symbol and its input values must be one of new 
orr copy. 

6.. The source parameter type has to be of type CLS.object-class-name and its input 
valuee must be one of VAR.variable-name, CLS.object-class-name, or OBJ.object-
name. . 

7.. The destination parameter type has to be of type CLS.object-class-name and its input 
valuee must be one of VAR.variable-name, CLS.object-class-name, or OBJ .object-
name. . 

8.. The location parameter type has to be of type ADF.area-def and its input value must 
bee one of VAR.variable-name or ARE.area-name. 

9.. The conceptual-object parameter type has to be of type COC.conceptual-class-name 
orr list-of COC.conceptual-class-name and its input value(s) must be one of 
VAR.variable-name,, COB.conceptual-object-name or a list of any one of these 
elements. . 

10.. The when parameter must be of type symbol and its input values must be one of start 
orr end. 

11.. The minimum duration of the activity defines the minimum duration in seconds. 
12.. The maximum duration of the activity defines the maximum durationn in seconds. 
13.. If the source of the create-object action is a class-name only the new action is allowed. 
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A.18.. SYNTAX OF A MOVE ACTIVITY (MOV) 

Synta x x 

move-activityy ::= 
movee PACactivity-name {{PAC.param-decl [ x PAC.param-decl ]*}  M 

{display;; lD.literal-string ;} 
{{  priority : [ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  random: [ ID.truth-value I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  min duration :[ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  max duration : [ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  PAC.resources } 
location:: [ ARE.area-name I PAC.param-name ] ; 

1 1 

9 ^ 33 Semantic s 

Declarationn and reference 
Alll activities have to be declared in the activities section of either a group, agent, class, object, or composite-
activity.. The declared activities can then be referenced in the workf rames defined for the group, agent, class 
orr object 

Parameter s s 
Itt is possible to define input parameters for move activities. These input parameters can be used to make 
activitiess more generic. In the reference the values for the input parameters have to be passed. It is 
recommendedd to make the first parameter the goal-location of the move activity. 

Priority y 
Activitiess can be assigned a priority. The priorities of activities in a workf rame are used to define the priority 
off a workframe. The workf rame will get the priority of the activity with the highest priority defined in the 
workframe. . 

Duratio n n 
Activitiess in general have a duration. In case of the move activity it is not necessary to define a duration of 
thee activity. The duration of the activity is calculated by the simulation engine using the distance definitions 
definingg the distance between two locations. The simulation will determine the shortest path of travel from 
thee current location to the goal location and calculate the travel time based on the distance. The duration of 
thee move activity will in that case be the same as the calculated travel time. It is possible however to still 
definee the duration of the activity. If the simulation engine cannot find a travel path then the defined duration 
willl be used. The duration of the activity can be defined to be a fixed amount of time. The random attribute 
hass to be set to false and the max-duration attribute has to be set to the maximum duration in seconds. The 
durationn of the activity can also be defined to be a random amount of time. To define a random amount of 
timee the random attribute has to be set to true, the min-duration attribute has to be set to the minimum 
durationn of the activity in seconds and the max-duration attribute has to be set to the maximum duration of 
thee activity in seconds. 

Defaults s 
displayy =<activity-name> 
priority=0 0 
randomm =false 
min_duratk>n=0 0 
max_duration=0 0 
resources=none e 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of an activity must be unique within the definition of a group, agent, class, 

object,, or composite-activity. 
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2.. The input parameter type of a parameter defined in the declaration of an activity must 
bee the same as the input value type or variable type in the reference of the activity. 

3.. The parameters assigned to any of the attributes must be of the correct type. 
4.. The parameter types for resources must be of type <Dbject-class-name> or list-of 

<object-class-name>,, the parameters assigned to the resources must be either 
VAR.variable-namee or OBJ .object-name or a list of any of these two. 

5.. The goal-location parameter must be of type <area-def-name>. 
6.. The minimum duration of the activity defines the minimum duration in seconds. 
7.. The maximum duration of the activity defines the maximum duration in seconds. 
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A.19 .. SYNTA X OF A COMMUNICAT E ACTIVIT Y (COM) 

Synta x x 

communicate-activityy ::= 
communicatee PAC.activity-name [  {  PAC.param-decl [  PAC.param-decl ]*}\A 

II  display: IDJiteral-string 1} 
{{  priority : [ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ;} 
{{  random: [ ID.truth-value I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  min duration :[ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  max duration : [ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  PAC.resources > 
{ t yp ??  : [ phonej fax I email I face2face I pager I none I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
wit hh : [ [ AGT.agent-name I OBJ.object-name I PAC.param-name ] 

[[  s [  AGT.agent-name I OBJ.object-name I PAC.param-name ] ] ] ; 
about:: TDF.trarisfer-definition  TDF.transfer-definition ]* ; 
II  when :r start I end I PAC.param-name ] ; } 

} } 

S M I M H I H C S S 

Declarationn and reference 
Alll activities have to be declared in the activities section of either a group, agent, class, object, or composite-
activity.. The declared activities can then be referenced in the workframes defined for the group, agent, class 
orr object 

Parameters s 
Itt is possible to define input parameters for communicate activities. These input parameters can be used to 
makee activities more generic. In the reference the values for the input parameters have to be passed. It is 
recommendedd to make the first parameters) in a communicate activity the concepts with which is 
communicated. . 

Priority y 
Activitiess can be assigned a priority. The priorities of activities in a workf rame are used to define the priority 
off a workf rame. The workframe will get the priority of the activity with the highest priority defined in the 
workff rame. 

Duration n 
Activitiess in general have a duration. The duration of the activity can be defined to be a fixed amount of time. 
Thee random attribute has to be set to false and the max-duratjon attribute has to be set to the maximum 
durationn in seconds. The duration of the activity can also be defined to be a random amount of time. To 
definee a random amount of time the random attribute has to be set to true, the min-duration attribute has to 
bee set to the minimum duration of the activity in seconds and the max-duration attribute has to be set to the 
maximumm duration of the activity in seconds. 

Type e 
Thee type attribute defines what type of communication is used. The type can be one of phone, fax, email, 
face2face,, pager, or none (meaning not specified). 

When n 
Thee when attribute defines when the actual communication has to take place, at the 'start' of the activity or 
att the 'end' of the activity. 

Defaults s 
displayy =<actjvity-name> 
priority=0 0 
randomm = false 
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min_duu ration = O 
max_duratkxi=0 0 
resources=none e 
typee =none 
whenn =end 

Constraints s 

5. . 

6. . 

Thee name of an activity must be unique within the definition of a group, agent, class, 
object,, or composite-activity. 
Thee input parameter type of a parameter defined in the declaration of an activity must 
bee the same as the input value type or variable type in the reference of the activity. 
Thee parameters assigned to any of the attributes must be of the correct type. 
Thee parameter types for resources must be of type <object-class-name> or list-of 
<object-class-name>,, the parameters assigned to the resources must be either 
VAR.variable-namee or OBJ.object-name or a list of any of these two. 
Thee type-parameter type has to be a literal-symbol and its values must be one of 
phone,, fax, e-mail, face2face, pager, or none. 
Thee with-parameter type has to be one of 'Agent', CLS.object-class-name, list-of 
Agentt or list-of CLS.object-class-name and its input value must be one of AGT.agent-
name,, OBJ.object-name, VAR.variable-name or a list of any of these elements. 
Thee when parameter must be of type symbol and its input values must be one of start 
orr end. 
Thee minimum duration of the activity defines the minimum duration in seconds. 
Thee maximum duration of the activity defines the maximum duration in seconds. 

Currentt Limitations 
Currentlyy the simulation engine does not support communication with more then one agent or object at the 
samee time. 



A^O .. SYNTA X OF A BROADCAS T ACTIVIT Y (BCT) 

Syntax x 

broadcast-activityy ::= 
broadcastt  PAC.activity-name {  {  PAC.param-decl [  PAC.param-decl ]*})_ { 

{{  display: ID.literal-string 1} 
{{  priority : [ ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{random::  [ID.truth-value I PAC.param-name];} 
{mi nn duration: f ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name];} 
{{  max duration : [  ID.unsigned I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
{{  PAC.resources } 
{typ ee : [ phonej fax I email I face2face I pager I none I PAC.param-name ] ; } 
about:: TDF.transfer-deftnitioni TDF.transfer-definition ]* ; 
ii  when :f start I end I PAC.param-name ] '  } 

1 1 

9 A 44 Semantic s 

Declarationn and reference 
Alll activities have to be declared in the activities section of either a group, agent, class, object, or composite-
activity.. The declared activities can then be referenced in the workframes defined for the group, agent, class s 
orr object. 

Parameters s 
Itt is possible to define input parameters for broadcast activities. These input parameters can be used to 
makee activities more generic. In the reference the values for the input parameters have to be passed. 

Priority y 
Activitiess can be assigned a priority. The priorities of activities in a workframe are used to define the priority 
off a workframe. The workframe will get the priority of the activity with the highest priority defined in the 
workframe. . 

Duration n 
Activitiess in general have a duration. The duration of the activity can be defined to be a fixed amount of time. 
Thee random attribute has to be set to false and the max-duratbn attribute has to be set to the maximum 
durationn in seconds. The duration of the activity can also be defined to be a random amount of time. To 
definee a random amount of time the random attribute has to be set to true, the min-duration attribute has to 
bee set to the minimum duration of the activity in seconds and the max-duration attribute has to be set to the 
maximumm duration of the activity in seconds. 

When n 
Thee when attribute defines when the actual broadcast has to take place, at the 'start' of the activity or at the 
'end'' of the activity. 

Defaults s 
displayy =<activity-name> 
priority=0 0 
randomm = false 
min_duration=0 0 
max_duration=0 0 
resources=none e 
whenn =end 

Constraints s 
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1.. The name of an activity must be unique within the definition of a group, agent, class, 
object,, or composite-activity. 

2.. The input parameter type of a parameter defined in the declaration of an activity must 
bee the same as the input value type or variable type in the reference of the activity. 

3.. The parameters assigned to any of the attributes must be of the correct type. 
4.. The parameter types for resources must be of type <object-class-name> or list-of 

<object-class-name>,, the parameters assigned to the resources must be either 
VAR.variable-namee or OBJ.object-name or a list of any of these two. 

5.. The when parameter must be of type symbol and its input values must be one of start 
orr end. 

6.. The minimum duration of the activity defines the minimum duration in seconds. 
7.. The maximum duration of the activity defines the maximum duration in seconds. 
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A 2 1 .. SYNTAX OF A PREC0NDTT10N (PRE) 

Syntax x 

preconditionn ::= f known I knownval I unknown I not 1 (comparison) 

comparisonn ::= [val-comp I rel-comp] 

val-compp ::= 
expressionn BELevaluation-operator expression I 
BELobj-attrr BELequality-operator ID.literal-symbol I 
BELobj-attrr BELevaluation-operator BELobject-ref I 
BELobject-reff  BELevaluation-operator BELobject-ref 

rel-compp ::= 
BELobj-attrr RELrelation-name BELobj-attr { is ID.truth-value > I 
BELobj-attrr RELrelation-name BELobject-ref {is ID.truth-value }  I 
BELobject-reff  RELrelation-name BELobject-ref {  js ID.truth-value } 

expressionn ::= term I expression [ +1 -] term 

termm ::= factor I term [ * I /1 div I mod ] factor 

factorr  : := primary I factor * primary 

primar yy ::= z primary I element 

elementt  ::= ID.number I ( expression }  I BELobj-attr I VAR.variable-name 

Preconditio nn modifier s 
AA preconditio n is define d with one of four modifiers : known , knownval , unknown , or not The modifier s have 
thee followin g meaning . 

known: known: 
Thee modifie r 'known ' represent s the possibilit y for an agent/objec t to have a belief/fact , but 
bee unspecifi c as to whethe r the agent/object s know s the actua l value . 

Forr  example , to evaluat e the followin g precondition : 

known(thee color of carl = blue) 

Thee simulatio n engin e woul d simpl y ignor e the value "blue "  specifie d in the precondition , 
andd look for any belief of the form : 

thee color of carl = ? 

Iff  the engin e find s a belief of the form , as it woul d when the followin g belie f is present : 

thee color of carl = red 

thenn the engin e woul d evaluat e the preconditio n as true . A simpl e relationa l preconditio n 
like : : 

known(Johnn is-the-son-of Bill is true) 

wil ll  evaluat e to true when the engin e find the belief : 
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knownval: knownval: 

Johnn is - the-son-of B i l l i s t rue 

or r 

Johnn is-the-son-of Bill is false 

AA more complex preconditions like: 

known(thee service-tech of Cimap-orderl is-the-son-of the service 
techh of the Cimap-order2) 

willl evaluate to true if the following beliefs are present: 

thee serv ice- tech of Cimap-orderl = <agentl> 
thee serv ice- tech of Cimap-order2 = <agent2> 

wheree <agent1> and <agent2> can be either values or objects. 

Sincee this outcome may be counterintuitive for the user, we advise the user to use 
variabless together with the 'known-value' modifier, whenever possible, and use the known 
modifierr only in cases when a simple lookup of the form 'OA-V is done and the user does 
nott care about the value of the object-attribute. 

Thee modifier 1<nownvar (known value) means that the simulation engine must find a 
precisee match for the precondition. The precondition is only true if matching beliefs/Facts 
cann be found for both the left hand side and the right hand side and if the relation between 
themthem is found as well. For example for a complex precondition such as: 

knownval(thee service-tech of Cimap-orderl is-the-son-of the 
service-techh of Cimap-order2) 

thee following beliefs must be present 

thee service-tech of Cimap-orderl = <agentl> 
thee service-tech of Cimap-order2 = <agent2> 
<agentl>> is-the-son-of <agent2> 

Whenn using variables, the engine will find as many matches as there are valid 
instantiationss for the variables. 

unknownunknown (aka no-knowledoe-of): 
Whenn the modifier 'unknown' is used, the simulation engine looks at the beliefs of the 
agentt or facts in the world for objects for possible matches of the precondition. If there are 
anyy matches, the precondition evaluates to false, if no matches are found the precondition 
evaluatess to true. The 'unknown' modifier can be interpreted as The agent/object has no 
beliefs/Factss for <precondrbon>'. However, there are intricacies that need to be explained 
further. . 

Whenn matching a precondition of the form: OiA1=02 or OiA^V, the simulation engine 
lookss for a belief of the form Oi A ^ ?. The right hand side of the precondition is not used in 
thee lookup. When a belief of the form 0 ^ = ? is found, the simulation engine interprets 
thiss to mean that the agent 'knows' about this object and attribute and thus the 
preconditionn is false. 

Whenn the precondition is of the form O, rel 0 2 is true/false. However, no matter what the 
truthh of the relation is, the simulation engine will simply look up whether the agent/object 
possessess the belief/fact O, rel 02 , and if so will evaluate the precondition to be false. 
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Alll other preconditions, require at least two steps for the simulation engine to determine the 
truthh or falsehood of the precondition. Some of these precondition forms may have 
counterintuitivee outcomes. 

Thee forms OiA,= O2A2, O ^ rel O2A2 require the simulation engine to evaluate both the 
leftt hand side and the right hand side. When a belief/fact for either side is not found, the 
preconditionn will be evaluated to true, if both are found the precondition will evaluate to 
false.. For example given the following beliefs: 

thee color of carl = blue 
thee color of car2 = red 

andd the precondition: 

unknown(thee color of carl = the color of car2) 

Thee simulation engine will evaluate the precondition to false, because it finds beliefs for 
bothh The color of carl =T and The color of car2 = T. If the beliefs of the agent were as 
followss however 

thee service-tech of Citnap- order 1 = John 
thee service-tech of Cimap-order2 = Bill 

andd the precondition would read: 

unknown{thee service-tech of Cimap-orderl is-the-son-of the 
service-techh of Cimap-order2) 

Thee simulation engine will also evaluate the precondition to be false. This may seem 
counterintuitivee and we therefore advise the user to use this form with care.69 

Thee other cases are of the form: C^Ai = 02 ,0\ = 02A2, O1 rel O2A2. These forms are 
evaluatedd in one lookup, namely 0-| A1 = ? or O2A2 = ?. If a belief/fact of this form is 
found,, no matter what the ? stands for (could be either a value or an object), the 
preconditionn is evaluated to false. For example, given the following beliefs: 

thee car of John = carl 

thee following precondition 

unknown{thee car of John belongs-to Nynex) 

willl evaluate to false, since the simulation engine will find a belief for The car of John". 
Sincee this may seem counterintuitive, we advise the user to use this precondition form with 
care. . 

notnot (aka no-matchtna-bellefs): 
Nott works similar to knownval, but negates the resulting truth-value. The simulation engine 
willl first try the knownval for the precondition. If the precondition with the knownval modifier 
evaluatess to true then the precondition with the not modifier evaluates to false and vice 
versa. . 

Constraint s s 
1.. The left hand side attribute type and the right hand side value-type or right hand side 

attributee type of a value-expression must be the same. 
2.. The left hand side and right hand side types in a relational expression must match the 

typess as defined for the relation used in the relational expression. 
3.. Expressions must evaluate to a value. 

899 It woul d be more intuitiv e to  evaluat e the preconditio n to True" , becaus e the agent does not have a befef that state s that Joh n is-the -
son-o ff  BUI. The patter n matchin g algorith m coul d be (rfiange d wrien the simulatkx i engin e is redesigned . 
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A 2 ZZ SYNTA X OF A CONSEQUENCE (CON) 

Synta x x 

consequencee ::= conclude i { PREcomparison ) {, fact-certainty}  {, belief-certainty }  ) ; 

fact-certaintyy ::= fc: ID.unsigned 

belief-certaintyy ::= be: ID.unsigned 

Soiiiontic s s 

Factt  certaint y 
Thee fact certainty is a number ranging from 0 to 100 and represents the percentage of chance that a fact will 
bee created based on the consequence. A fact certainty of 0% means that no fact will be created, 100% 
meanss that a fact will be created at all times. 

Belie ff  certaint y 
Thee belief certainty is a number ranging from 0 to 100 and represents the percentage of chance that a belief 
willl be created based on the consequence. A belief certainty of 0% means that no belief will be created, 
100%% means that a belief will be created at all times. 

Default s s 
fcc =100 
bee =100 

Constraint s s 
1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

Inn the comparison the left hand side attribute type and the right hand side value-type 
orr right hand side attribute type of a value-expression must be the same. 
Inn the comparison the left hand side and right hand side types in a relational 
expressionn must match the types as defined for the relation used in the relational 
expression. . 
Thee values of fact-certainty and belief-certainty range from 0 to 100 and represent a 
percentage. . 
AA consequence defined in the body of a thoughtframe can only conclude beliefs. The 
factt certainty argument will be ignored, a warning will be generated in case the belief-
certaintyy is set to 0. 
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A 2 && SYNTAX OF A DETECTABL E (DET) 

Syntax x 

detectablee ::= 
detectable-namee { 

{{  when (\ whenever  I ID.unsigned 1) \ 
detectt  ( [ PRE.comparison \ { *  detect-certainty }  1 

{ thenn detectable-action }  ; 
1 1 

detectable-namee ::= ID.name 

detect-certaintyy ::= dc: ID.unsigned 

detectable-actionn ::= continue I impasse I abort I complete I end activity 

Sonmrrtlcc B 

When n 
Forr each detectable needs to be specified when the agent or object can detect a certain fact. There are two 
options: : 
whenever. whenever. 

Thiss means that the detectable is checked every time a new fact is asserted in the world 
andd for an agent also every time a new belief is asserted. 

atat a «teethed time: 
Forr the detectable needs to be specified exactly when the detectable needs to be checked 
byy specifying a percentage varying from 0 to 100% specifying at what percentage of the 
workframee completion the detectable needs to check the fact set and belief set These kind 
off detectables are only checked once. 

Detect-certainty y 
Thee detect-certainty is a number ranging from 0 to 100 and represents the percentage of chance that a fact 
willl be detected based on the detectable. A detect-certainty of 0% means that the fact will never be detected 
andd basically means that the detectable is switched off. A detect-certainty of 100% means that a fact will 
alwayss be detected based on the detectable. 

Detectablee action 
Theree are 5 different detectable actions possible: 
continue: continue: 

Hass no effect, only used for having agents or object detect facts and turn them into beliefs. 

Imoasse: Imoasse: 
Impassess the workframe on which the agent or object is working until the impasse is 
resolved. . 

abort: abort: 
Terminatess the workframe on which the agent or object is working immediately. 

complete: complete: 
Terminatess the workframe on which the agent or object is working immediately, but still 
executess all remaining consequences defined in the workframe. AH remaining activities are 
skipped. . 

endend activity: 
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Thiss action type is only meaning full when used with composite activities. Causes the 
compositee activity on which the agent or object is working to be ended. 

Default s s 
whenn = whenever 
dcc =100 
actionn = continue 

Constraint s s 
1.. In the comparison the left hand side attribute type and the right hand side value-type 

orr right hand side attribute type of a value-expression must be the same. 
2.. In the comparison the left hand side and right hand side types in a relational 

expressionn must match the types as defined for the relation used in the relational 
expression. . 

3.. The value of the detect-certainty ranges from 0 to 100 and represents a percentage. 
4.. The end-activity action type can only be used when a detectable is defined in a 

compositee activity. 
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JL24.. SYNTAX OF AN AREA DEFINITION (ADF) 

Syntax x 

area-definitionn ::= 
areadeff  area-def-name 
{ { 

(display:: ID.literal-string ;} 
{GRP.attributes} } 
{GRP.relations} } 
{GRP.initial-facts} } 

} } 

area-def-namee ::= ID.name 

Semantics s 

Default s s 
displa yy =<area-def-name > 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of an area definitio n must be uniqu e amongs t the area definition s in a 

model . . 
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A 2 5 .. SYNTA X OF A N ARE A (ARE) 

Syntax x 

areaa ::= 
areaa area-name instanceofarea-def-name {  partof area-name }  { 

{{  display : ID.literal-string ; } 
{GRP.attributes} } 
{GRP.relations} } 
{GRP.ini t ial- facts} } 

1 1 

area-namee ::= ID.name 

Semantics s 

Areaa Decomposition 
Areass can be decomposed into sub-areas. For example a building can consist of one or more floors. The 
decompositionn can be modeled using the part-of relationship. 

Defaults s 
displayy =<area-name> 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of an area must be unique amongst the areas defined in a model. 
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/L2&& SYNTAX OF A PATH (PAT) 

Syntax x 

path-deff  ::= 
pathh path-name { 

<<display:display: ID.literal-string;} 
a r e a l :: ARE.area-name; 
area2:: ARE.area-name ; 

{d is tance:: ID.unsigned;} 

} } 

path-namee ::= ID.name 

Semantics s 

Distance e 
Thee distance represents the time it takes to move from areal to area2 and vice versa. In future versions of 
thee language the distance will represent the actual distance and based on the transportation used to travel 
overr the path the duration will be calculated. 

Defaults s 
displayy =<path-name> 
distance== 0 

Constraints s 
1.. The name of a path must be unique amongst the paths defined in a model. 
2.. The distance represents the travel duration in seconds. 
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AJ27.AJ27. SYNTA X OF A TRANSFE R DEFINITION (TOF) 

Synta x x 

transfer-definitio nn ::= transfer-action [  PRE.comparison \ 

transfer-actionn ::= send I receive 

SomaiiUc s s 

Transfer-action n 
Thee transfer action defines the direction of the communication. The 'send' action states that belief(s) of the 
initiatingg agent or object matching the transfer definition are transferred from the initiating agent or object to 
thee non-initiating agent or object The 'receive' action states that belief(s) of the non-initiating agent or object 
matchingg the transfer definition are transferred from the non-initiating agent or object to the initiating agent or 
object. . 

Constraints s 
1.. In the comparison the left hand side attribute type and the right hand side value-type 

orr right hand side attribute type of a value-expression must be the same. 
2.. In the comparison the left hand side and right hand side types in a relational 

expressionn must match the types as defined for the relation used in the relational 
expression. . 
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/L2B./L2B. VARIABL E (VAR) 

Synta x x 

variablee ::= {[ assigned I unassigned 1) 
[[  collectall I  foreach I forone ] { ATT.type-def 1 variable-name 
{{  variable-body }  ; 

variable-namee ::= ID.name 

variable-bodyy ::= { 
{{  display: ID.literal-string ; } 

1 1 

Somantic s s 

(Un)assigne dd variable s 
Variabless can be defined to be assigned variables or unassigned variables. By default variables are 
assigned.. This typification is required due to limitations of the simulation engine. Assigned variables are 
boundd to a context when an instance of a workframe or thoughtframe is created. Unassigned variables can 
onlyy be defined in a workframe (not in a thoughtframe) and do not get a context when an instance is created 
off a workframe. The unassigned variable gets a context when used in a create-object activity (unassigned 
variablee will be bound to the destination object), or in communications to bind the variable to a context 
basedd on what is communicated. 

Quantificatio n n 
Variabless are of one of three quantification types: collect-all, for-each and for-one. The difference between 
thee three quantification types is the way variables are bound to a specific context of a defined type (agent, 
object,, or other value). The difference in binding is as follows: 

for-eachfor-each variable: 
AA for-each variable is bound to only one context. For each context that can be bound to the 
variablee a separate instance is created for the workframe in which the variable is bound. 

Forr example in the following frame: 

workframee DoSomething { 
variables: : 
assignedd foreach(Order) order; 

whenn ((order is-assigned-to current)) 
doo { 
workOnOrder{); ; 

Theree are three Order instances in the model (order), order2, and order3) satisfying the 
precondition.. For this workframe three instances will be created in which the for-each 
variablee is bound to one of the orders in each frame instantiation. This means that the 
agentt for which the workframe is defined can only work on one order at a time and will 
workk on them in consecutive order if no interruptions take place. 

collect-allcollect-all variable: 
AA collect-all variable can be bound to more then one context. The variable will be bound to 
alll contexts satisfying the condition in which it is defined. Only one frame instantiation will 
bee created as a result of the binding with the collect-all variable. If we consider the same 
examplee as for for-each variables changing the quantification of the variable to collect-all. 

workframee DoSomething { 
variables: : 
assignedd collectall (Order) order,-
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whenn ((order is -ass igned- to current)) 
doo { 

workOnOrder(); ; 

Alsoo assume that again three orders match with the precondition based on the beliefs of 
thee agent, then all three orders are bound to the variable and one frame instantiation will 
bee created for the agent to work on. This means that the agent for which this workframe is 
definedd will work on all orders at the same time. 

tor-onetor-one variable: 
AA for-one variable can be bound to only one context. Only one frame-instantiation will be 
createdd as a result of the binding with the for-one variable. A for-one variable binds to the 
firstt context satisfying the condition in which it is defined. If we consider the same example 
ass for for-each variables changing the quantification of the variable to for-one. 

workframee DoSomething { 
variables: : 
assignedd forone(Order) order; 

whenn ((order is-assigned-to current)) 
doo { 
workOnOrder(); ; 

Alsoo assume that again three orders match with the precondition based on the beliefs of 
thee agent, then one of the orders will be bound to the variable and one frame instantiation 
willl be created for the agent to work on. This means that the agent only works on one 
orderr and it does not matter on which order. The other two orders will not be worked on. 

Default s s 
AA variable is by default an assigned variable unless otherwise specified, 

displayy =<variable-name> 

Constraint s s 
1.. The name of the variable must be unique within the definition of a workframe or 

thoughtframe. . 
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